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Unit 4

Further Mathematics

Support Material
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UNIT 4

Resources - Unit 4 Activity Specification Learning Outcome
Resource 1

Worksheet 1 – Introduction to 
the Multiplication Principle

Counting events Understand and use the addition 
and multiplication principles 
to count events in series and in 
parallel

Worksheet 2 – Tasks on the 
Addition and Multiplication 
Principles

Counting events 
in series and in 
parallel

Understand and use the addition 
and multiplication principles 
to count events in series and in 
parallel

Worksheet 3 – Introduction to 
Arrangements

Arrangements Calculate the number of ways of 
arranging r objects from n objects

Worksheet 4 – Tasks 
on Arrangements and 
Permutations

Arrangements and 
Permutations

Calculate the number of ways of 
choosing r objects from n objects

Worksheet 5 – (1) – (2) – (3) 
Introduction to Combinations

Combinations 1 Counting combinations

Worksheet 6 – Tasks on 
Combinations

Combinations 2 Counting combinations

Worksheet 7 – Harder Tasks 
on Arrangements and 
Combinations

Combinations 3 Counting combinations

Card Set A – Tasks on the 
Addition and Multiplication 
Principles

Card Activity 1 Understand and use the addition 
and multiplication principles 
to count events in series and in 
parallel

Card Set B – Tasks on 
Arrangements and 
Permutations

Card Activity 2 Calculate the number of ways of 
arranging r objects from n objects

Card Set C – Tasks on 
Combinations

Card Activity 3 Calculate the number of ways of 
combining r objects 

Card Set D – Harder Tasks 
on Arrangements and 
Combinations

Card Activity 4 Calculate the number of ways of 
arranging and combining r objects
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UNIT 4

Resource 2

Logic Dice & Coins Activity Boolean Operators The concept of Boolean variables, 
including forming compound 
expressions using logical 
operators AND, OR and NOT

Linear Programming – Teacher 
Guidance – Making Furniture 
Activity

Linear 
Programming 1 

Model real-life scenarios as linear 
programming problems

Linear Programming – Book 
Holiday Activity

Linear 
Programming 2

Non-graphical linear programming

Linear Programming – Baking 
Problem

Linear 
Programming 3

Graphical Linear Programming

Critical Path – Planning a 
formal activity

CPA 1 CPA – data collection and 
assembly

Critical Path – School Play 
Problem

CPA 2 Constructing a CPA chart from a 
table

Critical Path – The Dinner 
Party Problem

CPA 3 Constructing a CPA chart and 
using it to solve problems.
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Unit 4:  Discrete and Decision Maths

SUPPORT MATERIALS
These materials support the introduction of the specification topics: 

D1.1 demonstrate understanding of and use the addition and multiplication principles to 
count events in series and parallel respectively;

D1.2 calculate the number of ways of arranging r objects from n objects;

D1.3 calculate the number of ways of choosing r objects from n objects.

The methodology supports either:

• Investigative work or group work or interactive learning through the use of banks of tasks 
on cards. (Sets A through D)

• Personal study through worksheets

Answers are supplied at the end of this file.

Worksheet 1 – Introduction to the Multiplication Principle

Worksheet 2 – Tasks on the Addition and Multiplication Principles

Worksheet 3 – Introduction to Arrangements

Worksheet 4 – Tasks on Arrangements and Permutations

Worksheet 5 –(1) –(2) –(3) Introduction to Combinations

Worksheet 6 – Tasks on Combinations

Worksheet 7 – Harder Tasks on Arrangements and Combinations

Card Set A – Tasks on the Addition and Multiplication Principles

Card Set B – Tasks on Arrangements and Permutations

Card Set C – Tasks on Combinations

Card Set D – Harder Tasks on Arrangements and Combinations
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Unit 4:  Introduction to the Multiplication Principle

Worksheet 1
Task 1

An interior decorator is designing a bedroom. 

She has to choose between the colours:

• Soft Red,

• Panther Pink,

• Marvellous Mauve, or

• Sunset

She also must choose floorings from the list:

• Pile Carpet,

• Carpet Tiles,

• Polished Boards,

• Lino, or

• Sea Grass

How many different colour schemes may she come up with?

The Multiplication Principle

Context: A task that involves two steps.

The first step may be completed in N ways and the second step in M ways.

Then the overall task may be completed in N × M ways.

(Note this can be extended to more than 2 steps.)
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Unit 4:  Addition and Multiplication Principles

Worksheet 2
1.   Peter wants to make the perfect smoothie.  He chooses either raspberry, strawberry, 

blueberry or bilberry.  Then he adds in either milk, frozen yoghurt, cream, cheesecake or 
jam.  He tops it with sprinkles, crushed ice or diced grapes.  

 How many smoothies might he make?

2.  You will be awarded a school honours if you:

• either complete one out of five tasks involving social responsibility and are a member 
of the debating society or the environmental society;

• or play in a winning team in one of the three top sports; 

• or if you one of the top four pupil prefects.

In how many different ways can you obtain a school honours award?

3.  Four roads link Ayton to Beeton.  Five roads link Beeton to Ceeton.  Two roads link Beeton 
to Deeton.  Four roads link Ceeton to Eeton.  Three roads link Deeton to Eeton.  

 How many different ways are there from Ayton to Eeton?

4.  The Sports Council proposes a new Super Sport-thon.  Each participant needs to fulfil 
three different criteria:

• Either run a 10km road race or swim 2km in open water first and then cycle 100km;

• Or run a marathon and then finish with either swimming 1km in open water or cycling 
5km,

• Or swim 5km, run a 15km road race and cycle 30km.

 How many different routes lead to a Super Sports-thon?

5.  Bongo Brothers Blues Band only lets new members join if they can:

• proficiently play a stringed instrument- double bass, cello or violin, and

• solo on a trumpet, sax, clarinet or trombone and

• improvise on piano, valve organ, vibraphone or marimba.

 How many differing jazz instrumentalists could join up?
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6.  An electric circuit consists of three resistors in parallel, joined in series to a further four 
resistors joined in parallel.  

 How many different routes may electrons flow along this circuit?

7.  Mount Rushmore downhill raceway branches into three routes A, B, and C after the 
initial steep section.

• Route A comprises a series of sharp turns before forking into two routes which lead 
to the base station,

• Route B immediately splits into four route-ways of increasing difficulty from left to 
right before ending the base station,

• Route C has an accelerator section before splitting into three routes which 
themselves split into three, four and five routes respectively.

 How many routes may I follow from the summit to the base station on this raceway?
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Unit 4:  Introduction to Arrangements

Worksheet 3
Task 1

It’s the end of the year and the Team Manager wants to distribute gifts to the main players in 
the Team. These include:

• The Captain,

• Striker of the Year, and

• Player of the Year

The prizes which he has to distribute are:

• £50 in Amazon Tokens,

• £50 in iTunes tokens, and

• £50 in Topshop tokens

How many different ways can the Team Manager assign the tokens?

Captain Striker of the Year Player of the Year

Task 2

Imagine instead the Team Manager wants to include “Defender of the Year”, making 4 people 
and a fourth prize worth £50 in tokens.  In how many ways could he now assign tokens to 
Players?
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Unit 4:  Arrangements and Permutations

Worksheet 4
1. The class teacher has a bag of 10 different chocolate bars.

 In how many ways can he give a single chocolate bar prize to the top 4 pupils in his class?

2. The Lewis, Parker and McMorran families are driving to the Car Ferry in three separate 
cars.  When they arrive, the harbour officer on duty insists on assigning one car to each of 
the three rows waiting to embark.  

 In how many ways may this be achieved?

3. Peter’s briefcase has a triple digital lock in the middle of the top.

 The lock consists of three wheels which range from 0 to 9 and unlocking the case involves 
choosing the correct three digit combination.  

 How many possible combinations does his case have?

4. How many different four letter patterns can be made from the letters of the word “GOAL”?

5. A Community School has a two week timetable with ten days each of 5 periods. 

 How many different day patterns could be made for a single day if it must contain 5 
different single period classes chosen from the list: Maths, English, History, Geography, 
Science, French and LLW?

6. The first part of a postcode consists of two letters from the standard 26 letter alphabet 
followed by any two digits as follows: 

Letter Letter Digit Digit

 How many postcodes are possible?

7. Percy has 6 different books on his bookshelf. 

 How many ways can he arrange the books on his shelf?

8. The flag of Utopia consists of a rectangle divided into 4 vertical stripes. The 4 different   
colours are chosen from the 7 colours of the rainbow. 

 How many different possibilities are there for the Utopian flag?
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Unit 4:  Combinations – An Introduction

Worksheet 5-1
Task 1

One pupil can be chosen from a group of 3 pupils (Aoife, Bernie and Cal) in three different ways 
– obviously!

Two pupils have to be chosen from the group of 3 pupils: Aoife, Bernie and Cal.

In how many ways can this be done?

 Aoife and Bernie or Aoife or Cal  or Bernie or Cal

Why do both the above answers have to be the same?

Task 2

Now 2 pupils have to be chosen from the group – Aoife, Bernie, Cal and Desmond.

In how many ways can this be done?

Task 3

Now investigate how many ways 2 pupils can be chosen from the group - Aoife, Bernie, Cal, 
Desmond and Edmund
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Unit 4:  Combinations – An Introduction

Worksheet 5-2
Task 4

Now complete the next three rows of Pascal’s Triangle below by making each number equal to 
the sum of the two nearest in the row above it:

     Pascal’s Triangle

      1     Row 0

     1  1    Row 1

    1  2  1    Row 2

           Row 3

           Row 4

           Row 5

Task 5

Find how the number of ways of choosing x pupils from a group of y pupils is related to Row y 
in Pascal’s Triangle.
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Unit 4:  

Cards A - Addition and Multiplication Principles – 1
Peter wants to make the perfect smoothie. 

He chooses either raspberry, strawberry, blueberry or bilberry. 

Then he adds in either milk, frozen yoghurt, cream, cheesecake or jam. 

He tops it with sprinkles, crushed ice or diced grapes. 

How many smoothies might he make?

Cards A - Addition and Multiplication Principles – 2
You will be awarded a school honours if you:

• either complete one out of five tasks involving social responsibility and are a member of the 
debating society or the environmental society;

• or play in a winning team in one of the three top sports; 

• or if you one of the top four pupil prefects.

 In how many different ways can you obtain a school honours award?

Cards A - Addition and Multiplication Principles – 3
Four roads link Ayton to Beeton. 

Five roads link Beeton to Ceeton. 

Two roads link Beeton to Deeton. 

Four roads link Ceeton to Eeton. 

Three roads link Deeton to Eeton. 

How many different ways are there from Ayton to Eeton?
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Unit 4:  

Cards A - Addition and Multiplication Principles – 4
The Sports Council proposes a new Super Sport-thon.  Each participant needs to fulfil three 
different criteria:

• Either run a 10km road race or swim 2km in open water first and then cycle 100km;

• Or run a marathon and then finish with either swimming 1km in open water or cycling 5km

• Or swim 5km, run a 15km road race and cycle 30km.

How many different routes lead to a Super Sports-thon?

Cards A - Addition and Multiplication Principles – 5
Bongo Brothers Blues Band only lets new members join if they can:

• proficiently play a stringed instrument- double bass, cello or violin, and

• solo on a trumpet, sax, clarinet or trombone, and

• improvise on piano, valve organ, vibraphone or marimba.

How many differing jazz instrumentalists could join up?

Cards A - Addition and Multiplication Principles – 6

An electric circuit consists of three resistors in parallel, joined in series to a further four 
resistors joined in parallel. 

How many different routes may electrons flow along this circuit?

Cards A - Addition and Multiplication Principles – 7

Mount Rushmore downhill raceway branches into three routes A, B, and C after the initial steep 
section.

• Route A comprises a series of sharp turns before forking into two routes which lead to the 
base station,

• Route B immediately splits into four route-ways of increasing difficulty from left to right 
before ending the base station,

• Route C has an accelerator section before splitting into three routes which themselves split 
into three, four and five routes respectively. 

How many routes may I follow from the summit to the base station on this raceway?
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Unit 4:  

Cards Set B – 1   Permutations and Arrangements
The class teacher has a bag of 10 different chocolate bars.

In how many ways can he give a single chocolate bar prize to the top 4 pupils in his class?

Cards Set B – 2   Permutations and Arrangements
The Lewis, Parker and McMorran families are driving to the Car Ferry in three separate cars. 

When they arrive, the harbour officer on duty insists on assigning one car to each of the three 
rows waiting to embark. 

In how many ways may this be achieved?

Cards Set B – 3   Permutations and Arrangements
Peter’s briefcase has a triple digital lock in the middle of the top.

The lock consists of three wheels which range from 0 to 9 and unlocking the case involves 
choosing the correct three digit combination.

How many possible combinations does his case have?

Cards Set B – 4   Permutations and Arrangements
How many different four letter patterns can be made from the letters of the word “GOAL”?

Cards Set B – 5   Permutations and Arrangements
A Community School has a two week timetable with ten days each of 5 periods. 

How many different day patterns could be made for a single day if it must contain 5 
different single period classes chosen from the list: Maths, English, History, Geography, 
Science, French and LLW?

Cards Set B – 6   Permutations and Arrangements
The first part of a postcode consists of two letters from the standard 26 letter alphabet followed 
by any two digits as follows:

Letter Letter Digit Digit

How many postcodes are possible?
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Unit 4:  

Cards Set B – 7   Permutations and Arrangements
Percy has 6 different books on his bookshelf. 

How many ways can he arrange the books on his shelf?

Cards Set B – 8   Permutations and Arrangements
The flag of Utopia consists of a rectangle divided into 4 vertical stripes.  The 4 different colours 
are chosen from the 7 colours of the rainbow. 

How many different possibilities are there for the Utopian flag?
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Unit 4:  

Cards Set C – 1   Combination Problems
How many ways can Douglas choose 5 tracks for a compilation if the album he is 
choosing from lists 8 tracks?

Cards Set C – 2   Combination Problems
Pat has 7 home works to complete before the end of the weekend. 

If she decides to do 3 of them in the first sitting, how many different selections of 3 could 
she make from the total of 7?

Cards Set C – 3   Combination Problems

Jonny loves tucking into two takeaways in a row from Street Food Express.  

If both have to contain tikka and there are 3 chicken, 2 beef and 3 tofu tikka meals on the 
menu, in how many ways can he do this?

Cards Set C – 4   Combination Problems

Shirley plays tennis doubles with 3 other girls every other afternoon after school. 

If there are six friends in her friendship group, in how many ways can she achieve this?

Cards Set C – 5   Combination Problems

There are 7 points on the page in front of you.  You notice that no three of them lie in a straight 
line. 

How many different quadrilaterals may be formed using only these 7 points?

Cards Set C – 6   Combination Problems

Paul has a bag with 6 different chocolate bars in it. 

In how many ways can Penny pick 2 bars from his bag?

Cards Set C – 7   Combination Problems

How many different groups of four letters can be formed from the letters of the word 
SYCAMORE if each letter may only be used once?
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Unit 4:  

Cards Set C – 8   Combination Problems
Zorban is the captain of the local bowls team.  He has to select 3 other players to make up a 
team for the weekend. 

If there are 7 other players in the pool, in how many ways can this be done?

Cards Set C – 9   Combination Problems

Lennie has to make up yet another four digit pin number for his account.  He decides to use 
only odd numbers and not to repeat any. 

How many different sets of 4 pin digits can he use?

Cards Set C – 10   Combination Problems

I have 6 big books out from the library and have to return them.  I decide that today I only have 
room to fit 3 of them into my bag. 

How many different selections of 3 books might I make?
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Unit 4:  

Cards Set D – 1   Permutation and Combination Problems
Pierce is borrowing books from the school library to revise science.  There are 6 Chemistry 
books, 7 Physics books, 8 Biology books on the shelves. 

In how many different ways might he borrow 2 books on each subject?

Cards Set D – 2   Permutation and Combination Problems

Joyce has a briefcase with two combination locks on the top, on the left- and right-hand ends.  
Each lock is made up of three digits, each of which can take any of the values from 0 to 9.  She 
tells her friend Sasha that her briefcase has a million different combinations. 

Is she correct?

Cards Set D – 3   Permutation and Combination Problems

A decorator has 6 different colours at his disposal.  He can also choose between 4 different 
types of flooring.  Each room will be painted in one colour with one flooring type. 

(i)  How many different decoration schemes can he choose for a room? 

(ii)  How many different ways can 3 rooms be decorated using these rules if each must be 
completely different from the others?

Cards Set D – 4   Permutation and Combination Problems

The Head Gardener of Mothford Manor must plan the layout of the main border.  He decides to 
use 3 border plants, 4 herbaceous plants and 2 shrubs taken from a greenhouse stocked with 7 
border plant types, 6 herbaceous plant types and 5 shrubs. 

In how many ways can he achieve this?

Cards Set D – 5   Permutation and Combination Problems

How many letter patterns can be made with 4 letters if you select from the letters of the 
word RISABLE?

Cards Set D – 6   Permutation and Combination Problems

The Civilisation exam involves answering 5 out of 7 possible questions in Section A and 4 out of 
6 possible questions in Section B. 

In how many ways can this exam be completed?
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Unit 4:  

Cards Set D – 7   Permutation and Combination Problems
The canteen committee has to be chosen from the form representatives in junior, middle and 
senior school.  3 junior reps must be picked from 8 possibilities, 2 middle school reps must 
be picked from 6 possibilities and 2 senior school reps must be picked from 4 possibilities.  In 
addition one of the three senior teachers must be on the committee. 

How many possible committees may be picked?

Cards Set D – 8   Permutation and Combination Problems

Joe is making up the team for Saturday’s soccer match from his regular squad.  He has to 
choose 4 midfield players from 7 and 4 defensive players from 8 possibilities.  He also has a 
choice of 3 forwards from a 6 and there are two possible keepers to choose from. 

In how many ways can he form his team?
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Unit 4: Worksheets 1-7

ANSWERS
Worksheet 1

4 x 5 = 20

Worksheet 2 = Cards Set A

(1) 4 x 5 x 3 = 60

(2) (5 x 2) + 3 + 4 = 17

(3) 4 x ( 5 x 4 + 2 x 3 ) = 104

(4) (1 + 1) + 1(1 + 1) + 1 = 5

(5) 3 x 4 x 4 = 48

(6) 3 x 4 – 12

(7) 2 + 4 + (3 + 4 + 5) = 18

Worksheet 3

Task 1 : 6

Task 2 : 24

Worksheet 4 = Cards Set B

(1) 10 x 9 x 8 x 7 = 5040

(2) 6

(3) 10 x 10 x 10 = 1000

(4) 24

(5) 7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3 = 2520

(6) 26 x 25 x 10 x 9 = 58500

(7) 720

(8) 7 x 6 x 5 x 4 = 840

Worksheet 5 

Task 1 : 3

Task 2 : 6

Task 3 : 15
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Task 4 : 1 3 3 1 / 1 4 6 4 1 / 1 5 10 10 5 1

Task 6: 3 / 3 / 4 / 6 / 4 / 5 / 10 / 10

Task 7:  1 6 15 20 15 6 1 / 1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1 / 1 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 1

Task 8 :  49C7 =  85 900 584

Worksheet 6 = Cards Set C

(1) 8C5 = 56

(2) 7C3 = 35

(3) 8C2 = 28

(4) 6C3 = 20

(5) 7C4 = 35

(6) 6C2 = 15

(7) 8C4 = 70

(8) 7C3 = 35

(9) 5C4 = 5

(10) 6C3 = 20

Worksheet 7 = Cards Set D

(1) 6C2 x 7C2 x 8C2 = 15 x 21 x 28 = 8820

(2) 103 + 103 = 2000

(3) (i) 6 x 4 = 24    (ii) 6x4 x 5x3 x 4x2 = 2880

(4) 7C3  x 6C4 x 5C2 = 35 x 15 x 10 = 5250

(5) 7C4 = 35

(6) 7C5 x 6C4 = 21 x 15 = 315

(7) 8C3 x 6C2 x 4C2 x 3 = 56 x 15 x 6 x 3 = 15 120

(8) 7C4 x 8C4 x 6C3 x 2 = 35 x 70 x 20 x 2 = 98 000
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Unit 4:  

The Logic of AND, OR and NOT with dice and flipping coins

This activity can be done in pairs, with one member rolling the dice and the other flipping the 
coin.

There are different ways of preforming this activity:

1. Pupils try to complete the 15 challenges in any order, ticking them off when they have one 
completed. 

2. Pupils have to take them in order, ticking each challenge off in turn.  It is a race to see who 
can finish them all first.

3. Pupils have to take them in order, ticking each challenge off in turn.  Give pupils 3 minutes 
to complete as many as they can within the time. 

Challenge I Want To See: List of Possible Outcomes
1. An even number AND heads
2. An odd number AND tails
3. The number 2 OR heads
4. The number 3 OR heads
5. An odd number OR heads
6. A number greater than 2 AND 

tails
7. A number less than 6 AND heads
8. An even number AND tails
9. A number less than 3 AND NOT 

tails
10. NOT the number 6 AND NOT 

heads
11. NOT an odd number AND NOT 

heads
12. NOT a number greater than 3 

AND  
NOT tails

13. NOT the number 5 OR tails
14. NOT (the number 3 OR heads)
15. NOT (an even number AND tails)
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING

CARPERNTER NEEDED

Teacher Guidance

• This activity can be used as an introductory question that leads onto Linear Programming.  
It provides pupils with the opportunity to create whilst also displaying the mathematics 
involved in the process.

• Pupils will be given the task to create a table and a chair (stool) for you.  You will provide 
them with a pack of materials to share between two pupils.  Each pack will contain an 
information sheet (see below), two planks of ‘wood’ (cardboard) and seven ‘legs’ (straws or 
pipe cleaners).

• The pieces of cardboard must both measure 10cm by 5cm. 

• The pupils will measure the card and realise that, per your instructions, it is the correct size 
for their table.  From your second requirement, they must attach four legs to the piece of 
cardboard to create the table. 

• The pupils must realise that, as they have been given a radius measurement for the seat of 
their chair, it is a circular seat.  The pupils will require a compass to draw a circle with radius 
2cm and must cut out the circle.  Note, two circles will fit onto the piece of card. As they 
only have 3 legs left, this chair is, in fact, a stool.

• Once the pupils have successfully created their table and chair, they will be told that a 
furniture company loved their designs and wants the pupils to create furniture for them.  
The pupils will use the same measurements as before but will have more materials at their 
disposal.

• To lead onto the algebraic equations they will need, pupils may wish to create a table (see 
PowerPoint) which will highlight the number of wooden planks and the number of legs 
needed to make each table and each chair.  Note, two chairs can be made from one plank 
of wood.

• Pupils can complete the provided worksheet (see below) to work out their inequalities 
equations in stages or you may wish to allow them to simply create their equations without 
guidance, if they are able to.

• Pupils will then work out points for their inequalities, plotting these on a graph and shading 
in the appropriate region (see below).  As there cannot be negative quantities of the 
furniture, the lines x≥0 and y≥0 will form the barriers of the region.

• Further restrictions may be placed on the region to ensure pupils understand that the 
number of results decreases with more restrictions.

• As an extension activity, the costs of manufacturing and selling the furniture can be added 
to allow pupils to work out what combination of tables and stools will yield the most profit.
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING

CARPERNTER NEEDED

Skills and Capabilities:

• Communications skills.

 - Communicating meaning, feelings and viewpoints in a logical and coherent manner.

 - Participating in discussions, debates and interviews.

 - Interpreting, analysing and presenting information in oral, written and ICT forms.

• Using Mathematics skills.

- Using mental computation to calculate, estimate and make predictions in a range of 
simulated and real-life contexts.

- Selecting and applying mathematical concepts and problem solving strategies in a 
range of simulated and real-life contexts.

• Thinking skills and personal capabilities.

- Problem solving skills.

- Analyse critically and assess evidence to understand how information or evidence 
can be used to serve different purposes or agendas.

- Weigh up options and justify decisions.

• Self-management skills.

- Plan work.

• Working with others skills.

- Learn with and from others through co-operation.

- Listen actively to others and influence group thinking and decision-making, taking 
account of others’ opinions.
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING

CARPERNTER NEEDED

YOUR SUPPLIES
2 planks of wood.

7 legs.

As much glue/tape as needed.

A compass.

MY REQUIREMENTS
The surface of my table must be 10cm x 5cm.

My table must have four legs.

The seat of my chair must have a radius of 2cm.

Can you make me a 
table and a chair?
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING

CARPERNTER NEEDED

Let x = number of tables

Let y = number of chairs

Write an equation for how many planks of wood are needed for the tables and chairs.

Write an equation for how many legs are needed for the tables and chairs.

You have 20 planks of wood. Circle how many you can use.

          20                           More than 20                      Less than 20

You have 110 legs. Circle how many you can use.

        110                          More than 110                    Less than 110

Write your planks of wood equation as an inequality.

Write your legs equation as an inequality.
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING

CARPERNTER NEEDED

This is a sketch of what the graph should look like. The purple area is the region where both 
equations are true.

Restriction Examples

• I want at least 5 tables and no more than 20 chairs.

• I want a maximum of 15 tables.

• I want at least 25 chairs.

Extension Example

A table costs £20 to build and sells for £27. A chair costs £9 to build and sells for £13. What 
combination of tables and chairs will yield the most profit?

Answer – 5 tables and 30 chairs will yield £155 profit.

 

This is a sketch of what the graph should look like. The purple area is the region where both equations 
are true. 

Restriction Examples 

 I want at least 5 tables and no more than 20 chairs. 
 I want a maximum of 15 tables. 
 I want at least 25 chairs. 

Extension Example 

A table costs £20 to build and sells for £27. A chair costs £9 to build and sells for £13. What 
combination of tables and chairs will yield the most profit? 

Answer – 5 tables and 30 chairs will yield £155 profit. 
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - Book Your Holiday

Book Your Holiday
An Introduction into the theory behind linear programming

Place the 10 destinations around the outside of the room.

Pupils work in pairs.  Let them choose one of the three criteria under each heading, so that they 
have one for temperature, rainfall, holiday length and budget.

Their partner then finds all the holidays that fulfil the criteria, handing a list back to their 
partner. 

This table sums up the data for your own reference:

Destination Temperature 
(°C)

Rainfall  
(mm in June)

Length of Stay 
(days)

Budget  
(cost in GBP)

Cape Town 13 90 7 950
Dubai 33 10 8 1,800
Florida 27 5 6 1,250

Hong Kong 28 237 8 1,000
London 16 43 3 350

Machu Picchu 21 17 2 750
Majorca 22 11 7 800

New York 22 98 4 900
New Zealand 12 51 12 1,400
Rhine River 17 59 4 400

Key Words:

 Criteria,   Greater Than,   Less Than,  

   Satisfy,   Multiple Solutions,   

Skills and Capabilities:

• Communication skills
- interpreting, analysing and presenting information in oral, written and ICT forms; 

• Using Mathematics skills
- interpreting and analysing a wide range of mathematical data;

• Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities (the Other Skills)
- Problem Solving skills
 - weigh up options and justify decisions; 
- Working with Others skills
 - learn with and from others through co-operation;
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - Book Your Holiday

Book Your Perfect Holiday!

You are going on holiday this June. Your travel agent has put together some basic information 
about ten destinations. 

Choose one of the criteria from two of the following headings (temperature, rainfall, length of 
stay or budget).  Then let your partner find the destinations that match what you are looking 
for. 

TEMPERATURE    RAINFALL

More than 15°C     Less than 30mm in June

More than 20°C     Less than 60mm in June

Less than 25°C     50mm or more in June

LENGTH OF STAY    BUDGET

4 or more days     £750 maximum

7 or more days     £1,000 maximum

Less than a week    More than £1,000 

Can you narrow down your shortlist by adding more criteria?
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22OC 11mm

5 days £650

Majorca

17OC 59mm

4 days £400

Rhine River
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12OC 50mm

12 
days £1,400

New Zealand

22OC 98mm

4 days £900

New York
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16OC 43mm

3 days £350

London

21OC 17mm

2 days £750

Machu Picchu
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28OC 237mm

8 days £1,000

Hong Kong

13OC 90mm

7 days £900

Cape Town
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27OC 5mm

6 days £1,250

Florida

33OC 10mm

8 days £1,800

Dubai
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - Book Your Holiday

TEACHER GUIDANCE

This question can be used for extra practice for Linear Programming.  It can be adapted to 
include the Home Economics teacher’s name and the products being made can change to fit 
what is being done in Home Economics at that time.

Skills and Capabilities:

• Communications skills.

- Interpreting, analysing and presenting information in oral, written and ICT forms.

• Using Mathematics skills.

- Using mental computation to calculate, estimate and make predictions in a range of 
simulated and real-life contexts.

- Selecting and applying mathematical concepts and problem solving strategies in a 
range of simulated and real-life contexts.

• Thinking skills and personal capabilities.

- Problem solving skills.

- Analyse critically and assess evidence to understand how information or 
evidence can be used to serve different purposes or agendas.

- Weigh up options and justify decisions.
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - Book Your Holiday

Welcome to the Bake Off!

(Insert name of the Home Economics teacher) is baking for the (insert name of school) fair. (HE 
Teacher’s name) is baking cookies and cupcakes.

(HE Teacher’s name) only has 360g of flour and 20 eggs but has plenty of all of the other 
ingredients.

A cookie earns 10p profit and requires 30g of flour and 1 egg. 

A cupcake earns 15p profit and requires 20g of flour and 2 eggs.

If (HE Teacher’s name) wants to maximise his/her profit, how many cookies and cupcakes 
should he/she bake?

How much profit will (HE Teacher’s name) make?
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - PLANNING A FORMAL

PLANNING A FORMAL
TEACHER GUIDANCE

This is a project based on Critical Path Analysis.  It can be adapted 
to suit the ability of the pupils based on the amount of information 
provided to them.  This document contains blank copies that can 
be used in the classroom and a copy with suggestions and examples.  The activity will be very 
pupil-led with discussions occurring prior to the Critical Path Analysis diagram.  Discussion will 
involve choosing the activities to have at their formal and any limitations for these activities.  
Depending on ability, pupils may create their own times for each activity or can be provided 
with the structure and given specific instructions on how long each activity lasts and where it 
should be positioned on the Critical Path Analysis diagram.

Skills and Capabilities:

• Communication skills.

- Communicating meaning, feelings and viewpoints in a logical and coherent 
manner.

- Making oral and written summaries, reports and presentations that take 
account of audience and purpose.

- Participating in discussions, debates and interviews.

• Using Mathematics skills.

- Using mathematical language and notation with confidence.

- Using mental computation to calculate, estimate and make prediction in a 
range of simulated and real-life contexts.

• Thinking skills and personal capabilities.

- Problem solving skills.

- Reason, form opinions and justify their views.

- Weigh up options and justify decisions.

- Self-management skills.

- Plan work.

- Effectively manage their time.
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- Working with others skills.

- Learn with and from others through co-operation

- Participate in effective teams and accept responsibility for achieving 
collective goals

- Listen actively to others and influence group thinking and decision-making, 
taking account of others’ opinions.

GROUP DISCUSSION

What events and activities take place at a formal?

Think of at least 3 and write them on your Post-It. 

Stick your Post-It on the board when you’re finished
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - PLANNING A FORMAL

PLANNING A FORMAL
CLASS LIST OF ACTIVITIES

Our list of formal events: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7.

8. 
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - PLANNING A FORMAL

PLANNING A FORMAL
CLASS LIST OF ACTIVITIES

Our list of formal events: (examples)

1. Finding a seat.

2. Getting photographs taken.

3. Eating the meal.

4. Cleaning the tables and dancefloor.

5. Speeches.

6. Awards.

7. DJ.

8. Getting ready to leave
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - PLANNING A FORMAL

PLANNING A FORMAL
GROUP DISCUSSION

Are there any restrictions or limitations on times?
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - PLANNING A FORMAL

PLANNING A FORMAL
GROUP DISCUSSION

Are there any restrictions or limitations on times?

Examples:

The venue is only booked for a certain amount of time.

The photographer is only available for a certain amount of time.

The meal times may be longer if there are delays.

The dishes need time to be cleared.

Not everyone will leave at the same time but everyone has to be gone by the time the venue 
closes.
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - PLANNING A FORMAL

PLANNING A FORMAL
ACTIVITY DURATIONS

Activity Duration (minutes)

Activity Duration (minutes)
Finding a seat 5

Getting photos taken 15
Eating the meal 90

Clearing tables and getting dancefloor ready 30
Speeches 15

Awards 10
DJ 90

Getting ready to leave 15
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - PLANNING A FORMAL

PLANNING A FORMAL
CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS

START

Fill in the Earliest Start Times (EST) and Latest Finish Times (LFT) on each node.

KEY

Activity
(Duration)

Early start time

Late finish time
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - PLANNING A FORMAL

PLANNING A FORMAL
CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS

KEY

Activity
(Duration)

Early start time

Late finish time

2

1 3 4

5

6 7
A

B C

D G
E F

H

Ph
ot

os
 (1

5)

Sp
ee

ch
es

 (1
5)

Finding 
a seat
(15)

Meal
(90)

Cleaning 
tables and 

dancefloor (30)

Finding 

a seat

(5)

Awards (10)

DJ
(90)
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Unit 4: LINEAR PROGRAMMING - PLANNING A FORMAL

PLANNING A FORMAL
EXTENSION

1. What is the critical path? 

2. How long does the critical path last?

3. If the start time is 6pm, what will the latest finish time be?

4. If the finish time is midnight, what time should the formal start?
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Unit 4: Critical Path - School Play

School Play Critical Path Analysis
A school is about to conduct a play.  The director of the play wants to know how long it will 
take.  She has given you the breakdown of activities in the table below:

Activity Description Duration (minutes) Depends on
A Scene 1 15 -
B Scene 2 10 A
C Actor changes costume 3 A
D Intermission 10 B
E Scene 2 props taken 2 B
F Scene 3 props set up 6 E
G Actor gets new make up 5 C
H Scene 3 25 D, F, G

1. Draw a critical path analysis diagram.  Make sure to leave room for early and late times in 
your nodes, and label your activities.

2. Fill in the early and late times for your diagram.

3. Identify the critical path

a) Which activities make up the critical path?

  
_________________________________

b) Hence find the length of the critical path.

  
_________________________________

c) If the play starts at 19:30 what is the earliest time will the play can be finished at?

 _________________________________

4. Which activities can be delayed without effecting the critical path?
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Unit 4: Critical Path - The Dinner Party

The Dinner Party
You are having five people for dinner!  Using the card sort, see if you can find the quickest time 
to get the dinner served on the table and then tidied up. 

NB: Is it possible to do more than one thing at one time? 

Setting the table – 5 mins   Roasting the Chicken – 60 mins

Peeling the carrots and potatoes – 15 mins Serving the dinner – 3 mins

Washing and tidying – 15 mins Eating the dinner – 20 mins

Making the gravy – 5 mins Boiling the carrots and potatoes – 30 mins

Carving the chicken – 5 mins Serving the drinks – 5 mins

Teacher Guidance:

This can be used to introduce critical path analysis.  Pupils can work in pairs to find the fastest 
way to cook the dinner. The activity can be adapted for different students.
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Unit 4: Critical Path - The Dinner Party

ANSWER SHEET:

Roasting chicken–60 mins Peeling carrots and 
potatoes – 15 mins

Boiling carrots and potatoes 
– 30 mins Setting the table – 5 mins

Making the gravy – 5mins
Serving the drinks – 5 mins

Carving the chicken – 5mins
Serving the dinner – 3 mins
Eating the dinner – 20 mins
Washing and tidying – 15 

mins

Therefore the total time for the dinner to be served, eaten and cleaned up is 1 hour 43 mins.

Personal skills and capabilities:

Working with Others skills: learn with and from others through co-operation;
participate in effective teams and accept responsibility for achieving collective goals; and
listen actively to others and influence group thinking and decision-making, taking account of 
others’ opinions.

Problem Solving skills: analyse and evaluate multiple perspectives; weigh up options and 
justify decisions.
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